
Halloween Candies Retail

$2.40

$2.40

Black Cat - Our own 

vanilla marshmallow 

covered in gourmet dark 

chocolate (milk chocolate 

upon request)

1.4 ounces

$2.00

Cookie Owl or Moon - sugar 

cookie dipped in milk chocolate 

(owl) &/or decorated with colored

white chocolate.

0.6 ounces each
$1.50

Bitter Witch - Solid gourmet 

bittersweet chocolate with 

green eye

1.1 ounces

$3.50

Halloween Treat - 

marshmallow crispie treat, 

dipped in milk or dark 

chocolate with edible 

decoration, or shaped like 

a tombstone with "RIP" in 

colored white chocolate.

2 ounces

Shrunken Head - honey & peanut butter filling 

in milk chocolate with dark chocolate "hair"

1.4 ounces
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Halloween Candies Retail

Ghost - handmade vanilla marshmallow 

decorated with dark chocolate eyes & mouth

0.8 ounces

$1.50

Monster Head -  

solid milk-chocolate crisp or 

solid milk chocolate

1.4 ounces

$2.30

$2.10 

Ghost Cookie - Oreo © cookie dipped in 

milk or dark chocolate with edible decoration

1.0 ounce each 

$1.60

$3.40

Smore Jack-o-Lantern - vanilla marshmallow and graham 

cracker dipped in dark chocolate and hand-decorated with 

colored white chocolate.

2.0 ounces

Rat-on-a-Stick - dark chocolate filled with chunks of 

almond toffee, because a rat has to be crunchy.

1.2 ounces
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Halloween Candies Retail

Brownie Bat - 

rich chocolate brownie 

dipped in dark chocolate

1.1 ounces

Chocolate Mummy - 

white & dark chocolate

1.2 ounces

Bat in Moon - 

white & dark 

chocolate

1.3 ounces

Vampire Bat - 

solid dark chocolate

0.8 ounces

Ghoul Finger - 

severed honey nougat

and roasted almonds

with milk chocolate skin 

1.3 ounces

$2.30

Ghost - solid white chocolate with 

dark chocolate eyes and mouth

0.8 ounces

Pumpkin - solid white chocolate colored orange (or milk or 

dark chocolate, if you prefer)

1.4 ounces

Werewolf - solid milk chocolate 

0.9 ounces

Vampire - solid white chocolate 

0.8 ounces

$1.96

$2.10

$2.20

$2.40 

$1.80 

each

$1.90 

$1.80 
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Halloween Candies Retail

Texas Chainsaw - 

crisp butterscotch smothered 

in dark chocolate with 

red candy splatters

3.6 ounces

                        $6.10                                                      

.

$2.00

$1.80

Ogre Finger - 

chopped off sugar cookies, dipped in chocolate with a 

sliced (ouch!) almond fingernail or simply hand-decorated 

with colored white chocolate. 

1.3 ounces (dipped)

1 ounce (plain)
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